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Research shows that during traditional lectures, the average student can stay focused for a maximum of 10 to 

20 minutes. Since attending online lectures is even more intensive for students, their attention spans will be 

even shorter (de Bruijn et al., 2020; Lagerstrom et al., 2015). It is therefore crucial to think about ways to 

keep students focused during virtual lessons. 

According to Creasman (2014), most teaching methods used to activate students during traditional lectures 

can also be used during online lectures. In this ECHO Tip, we will discuss five activating applications that can 

be incorporated easily into online lectures, for both large and small student groups. We focus on teaching 

methods with high levels of interaction, either between the lecturer and the students or among the students 

themselves. After all, interaction is one of the cornerstones of quality education (Chingos et al., 2016; de 

Bruijn et al., 2020; Geri et al., 2016; Spanjers et al., 2015). The size of the group will of course be a deciding 

factor when choosing an interactive teaching method. 

In previous teaching tips, we discussed the benefits of recording and live broadcasting lectures. Our starting 

point was an existing face-to-face lecture, the recording of which could be watched either synchronously or 

asynchronously by students. In the case of asynchronous teaching, the lecturer and the students don't need 

to be online at the same time. In this teaching tip, we will focus on increasing the effectiveness of 

synchronous online lectures or tutorials, with live communication between the lecturer and the students. 

We will always indicate how the ideas can be implemented in Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, but 

implementation is also possible in most other digital environments. 

 

Working with buzz groups 

One way to get students to participate actively in an 

online lecture is to use the technique of 'buzz groups'. In 

Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, this can be done in 

'Breakout Groups'. 

This technique consists of splitting up the large group of 

students into small groups of two to four students, who 

will then discuss the subject at hand for a few minutes. 

Meanwhile, the lecturer can visit some or all of the 

subgroups and listen in, or even join the discussion. After 

these breakout group discussions, it's important to 

address the entire group once again and have a plenary 

discussion of the results. Depending on the size of the 

group, the lecturer can either give the floor to one 

reporter per subgroup, or pick a few subgroups to report 

what they've discussed. 

Some possible applications: 

• Activate the students' prior knowledge by having 

them review previously covered material in 

breakout groups at the start of the lecture, on the 

basis of a few short questions. 

• Have the students actively process new material 

by linking previously acquired knowledge to the 

new material in breakout groups. 

• Present a simple problem or an exercise to be 

solved by the students in breakout groups. 

• Have the students discuss a brief case that 

requires them to apply previously covered 

material. 

https://help.blackboard.com/Collaborate/Ultra
https://help.blackboard.com/Collaborate/Ultra/Moderator/Moderate_Sessions/Breakout_groups
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• At the end of the breakout session, ask the 

students to come up with three key words with 

regard to the learning content covered in the 

lecture. 

• You can also allow the students to think about a 

problem individually for a few minutes before they 

form breakout groups ('Think-Pair-Share'). 

Extra tips regarding the digital environment:  

• For buzz sessions, it may be interesting to create 

random subgroups. You can also group students 

together yourself, but this is only possible during the 

online session itself. If you want to determine the 

composition of each subgroup before the start of the 

online lecture in Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, it's best 

to work with individual sessions per group rather than 

with Breakout Groups.  

• Communicate clearly in advance how long discussion 

in the breakout groups should take. You can share a 

slide with all the subgroups indicating the allotted time 

slots. Keep in mind, however, that this slide will no 

longer be visible to the students once the breakout 

sessions start. 

• Blackboard Collaborate Ultra does not (yet) have a 

timer function, but students can use a free online 

timer to keep track of time and share it in the 

subgroup, or they can set timers on their smartphones. 

You can also have each group appoint a timekeeper. 

• If you terminate the breakout sessions as a moderator, 

students are automatically notified and taken back to 

the 'Main Room'. At that point, all Breakout Groups 

will be closed. 

Organising a discussion 

In some programme components, debating skills are 

practised and assessed. These skills can also be covered in 

online lectures. Even when debate skills are not explicitly 

included as an objective for the course, a short discussion 

during the lecture can help the students regain their focus 

on the lesson and on the learning content.  

Some possible applications: 

• You can present the students with a social point of 

view, an ethical dilemma, a medical diagnosis, a 

possible solution to a mathematical problem, a 

translation... By digital show of hands, or via their 

status, the students then indicate whether they are 

for (agree) or against (disagree). Next, you can give 

the floor to a few students who are for and a few 

who are against, stimulating interaction between 

them. 

• Have them prepare a debate by explaining their 

views in a video to be recorded beforehand. The 

students then take turns sharing their videos in the 

digital environment, after which a discussion takes 

place. 

• You can have those in favour and those against 

develop their arguments in subgroups before the 

plenary debate. 

• You can also organise a role-play where half of the 

students argue in favour of a given statement and 

the other half argue against it. Pair them up so that 

one student is for and one student is against. They 

then have to try to convince each other of their 

views with reasoned arguments. You can give the 

students some preparation time beforehand to 

come up with arguments. 

Extra tips regarding the digital environment:  

• Explain well in advance how the students will be 

contributing: verbally or in writing, by digital show of 

hands, in the chat box, by status change, etc. You can 

do a brief test with the students before the actual 

debate. 

• Make sure to give instructions beforehand on when 

audio or video should be switched on or off. It's best to 

put the students on screen when they present their 

views and during the debate itself. As the lecturer, you 

moderate the debate and decide who is given the 

floor. If necessary, you can also temporarily mute the 

audio of individual students. 

Brainstorming with the students 

In a traditional lecture, you can write students’ ideas on a 

blackboard, whiteboard or flip chart. Most online 

environments also have a sort of 'whiteboard' that both 

the lecturer and the students can write on, depending on 

how the permissions are set. 

 

https://classroomscreen.com/
https://classroomscreen.com/
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Some possible applications:  

• At the start of the online lecture, you can take a 

few minutes to review the subject matter by 

having students write down a formula or the 

solution to an exercise on the whiteboard.  This 

can be done after they have studied part of the 

subject matter independently. 

• During the lecture, you can introduce a new 

concept by having students brainstorm on the 

whiteboard first. For instance, you can ask them to 

write down key words that can be linked to that 

concept. 

• You can allow students to structure the learning 

content themselves by asking them to draw a 

mind map on the whiteboard together, or in 

subgroups. 

• When solving an exercise, you can record 

students' ideas in a shared file, e.g. on a slide that 

already contains parts of the solution. 

• At the end of the lesson, you can ask the students 

to generate a word cloud with all the key concepts 

covered in the lecture. This can be done by means 

of a web-based 'Audience Response System' such 

as Poll Everywhere. You can share this word cloud 

at the start of the next lecture as an introduction.  

Extra tips regarding the digital environment:  

• The ‘Whiteboard’ function in Blackboard Collaborate 

Ultra normally opens with a blank page. If you'd like to 

structure the brainstorming session in advance (e.g. 

with a table), choose the 'Share Files' option. By 

default, all participants have full draw and write 

permissions. You can change this and only grant write 

permission to certain students for certain files, when 

they participate as presenters. You can also delete a 

student's contribution before giving the floor to the 

next student. 

• For brainstorming, there are a number of other digital 

tools available, such as Padlet (brainstorming) and 

Mindmeister (mind maps). You can display the results 

in the digital classroom by sharing your screen. 

 

Quizzes 

Organising online quizzes is a way to involve students 

actively. Not only do these quizzes provide variety during 

lectures, they can also give you more insight into each 

student's initial situation, involvement and progress. 

Make sure to take enough time during the lecture to 

review the different answers and to highlight and explain 

the correct answer. 

Some possible applications: 

• You can incorporate some questions into your 

lecture using a tool like Poll Everywhere (see ECHO 

Tip 29). You can also have the students come up 

with questions and answers beforehand, and 

incorporate these into your lecture. 

• At the start of the lecture, you can ask a few 

questions to gauge the students' prior knowledge. 

You can use a survey tool such as Microsoft Forms 

and tailor your lesson to the results of the survey.  

• After introducing a section of the learning content, 

you can present the students with a number of 

statements during the lecture and have them 

respond via the poll function (‘Polling’ in 

Blackboard Collaborate Ultra). 

• Either during the lesson or at the end, as a recap, 

you can ask the students some simple yes-or-no or 

multiple-choice questions to check their grasp of 

the learning content. These questions can be 

answered by digital show of hands ('Correct'), or by 

using the Agree/Disagree buttons in Blackboard 

Collaborate Ultra. 

 

Encouraging students to ask questions 

With distance learning, students tend to be more 

reluctant to ask questions, as there are more obstacles to 

overcome. So in some cases, it will be important to 

encourage students repeatedly to ask written and/or 

oral questions during your online lecture.   

 

 

 

https://www.polleverywhere.com/
https://help.blackboard.com/Collaborate/Ultra/Moderator/Moderate_Sessions/Share_Content#share-whiteboard_OTP-5
https://padlet.com/
https://www.mindmeister.com/nl?msclkid=1956154ad21d1cde91144a74cdac6bbb&utm_campaign=world_en_search&utm_content=mm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=mindmeister
https://www.polleverywhere.com/
https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/centres/centre-expertise-higher-education/didactic-information/teaching-tips-english/activating-students/polling/
https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/centres/centre-expertise-higher-education/didactic-information/teaching-tips-english/activating-students/polling/
https://support.microsoft.com/nl-nl/office/een-formulier-maken-met-microsoft-forms-4ffb64cc-7d5d-402f-b82e-b1d49418fd9d
https://help.blackboard.com/Collaborate/Ultra/Moderator/Moderate_Sessions/Polling
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Some possible applications: 

• You can encourage oral questions by interspersing 

your lecture with Q&A moments, indicating that 

'there will probably be some questions by now'. 

• You can appoint one of the students to be the 

moderator of the chat box. Over the course of 

your lecture, you can ask them to check whether 

there are any questions, which you can then 

answer. The downside of this, however, is that the 

moderator may be too preoccupied with the chat 

box to follow the lecture. In that case, it's best to 

arrange for a recording of the online lecture. 

• If you have an assistant, they can answer the 

questions in the chat box while you teach the 

lecture. 

• At the start of the lecture, you can share an online 

brainstorming application (e.g. Padlet) with the 

students in the chat box, so they can write down 

their questions there. During the break, you can 

look at these questions, structure them if 

necessary and answer them after the break. 

• You can also group the questions together and 

organise a virtual Q&A session after the lecture.  

Extra tip regarding the digital environment:  

• To avoid distractions during the lecture, it may be 

useful to turn off the chat function in the settings and 

only activate it at certain times. 

 

General tips for online activation 

Finally, here are some general tips for online activation: 

• Try to activate as many students as possible (see 

also ECHO Tip 70). 

• Regularly check whether the students are still 

paying attention (with questions, quizzes, etc.). 

• Provide clear instructions for activities and 

assignments: be mindful of the wording and, if 

necessary, provide a step-by-step guide. 

• Keep track of time: regularly indicate how much 

time the students have left to complete a task.  

• Provide guidance during assignments: always 

remain present, either actively or passively. 

• Provide sufficient feedback to the students, either 

during or after the lecture. 

• And finally: make sure your teaching methods are 

tailored to the goals you want to achieve during 

the lecture. 

 

 

Want to know more? 

Scientific insights into online activation 

Chingos, M., Griffiths, R., Mulhern, C., & Spies, R. (2016). Interactive Online Learning on 
Campus: Comparing Students’ Outcomes in Hybrid and Traditional Courses in the University 
System of Maryland. The Journal of Higher Education, 88, 210-233. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/00221546.2016.1244409 
 
Creasman, A. (2014) Considerations in Online Course Design. IDEA paper #52. IDEA. 
https://www.ideaedu.org/idea_papers/considerations-in-online-course-design/ 
 
de Bruijn, J., Hop, R., Purnot, F., Verlare, M., Vis, E., de Vos, B. & Youssef, L. (2020). Digitale 
werkvormenboek. 15 werkvormen om van jouw digitale les een succes te maken, Universiteit 

Utrecht. https://hetdigitalewerkvormenboek.wordpress.com (in Dutch) 
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http://www.padlet.com/
https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/centres/centre-expertise-higher-education/didactic-information/teaching-tips-english/activating-students/activate-many-students/
https://doi.org/10.1080/00221546.2016.1244409
https://www.ideaedu.org/idea_papers/considerations-in-online-course-design/
mailto:echo@uantwerpen.be
http://www.uantwerpen.be/echo
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(UAntwerp staff can consult it online here; see tips 1 through 10 on 'activating students', in 
Dutch). 
 
Lagerstrom, L., Johanes, P., & Ponsukcharoen, M. (2015). The myth of the six-minute rule: 
Student engagement with online videos. Proceedings of the American Society for Engineering 
Education, June 14-17, 2015, Seattle, WA. https://doi.org/10.18260/p.24895 
 
Spanjers, I., Könings, K., Leppink, J., Verstegen, D., de Jong, N., Czabanowska, K. & van 
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Inspiration for interactive online lectures (in Dutch) 

Fleur Prinsen (24 april 2020). Maak les online actief, persoonlijk én luchtig [blog post]. Retrieved 
from https://profielen.hr.nl/2020/lector-digitale-didactiek-fleur-prinsen-over-online-onderwijs-
maak-het-actief-persoonlijk-en-luchtig/ 
 
Hoorcollege activerende werkvormen (2015). In BV Databank. Retrieved from 
https://www.bvdatabank.be/node/206  
 
Dilaver, G., Torfs, E., & Wismans, G. (2015). Activerende werkvormen. Een praktische gids voor je 
onderwijs. Universitair Medisch Centrum Utrecht. Retrieved from https://tauu.uu.nl/wp-
content/uploads/2015/01/activerende-werkvormen_UMCUtrecht.pdf 
 
Spruyt, R. (2 april 2020). Verzameling adviezen online leersituaties Digitale Didactiek. Avans 
Hogeschool Breda. Retrieved from https://assets.ctfassets.net 

 
 
 
 

Sources accessible only to UAntwerp staff 

Several detailed examples of how to use Blackboard Collaborate Ultra in online lectures at 
UAntwerp can be found here – click on 'Online lesgeven' (online teaching). These examples 
include hybrid debating sessions in the Faculty of Design Sciences, interactive Statistics 
practicals in the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, and a blog titled 'Old-Fashioned 
Teaching Methods and Modern Technology'. 
 
More information and answers to various technical questions about Blackboard Collaborate 
Ultra can be found here. 
 
On Pintra, there are brief descriptions of various useful tools, such as: Blackboard Collaborate 
Ultra, Padlet, Poll Everywhere. 
 

 
 
 

 

https://doi.org/10.28945/3875
http://www.maklu.be/MakluEnGarant/BookDetails.aspx?id=9789044127911
https://pintra.uantwerpen.be/bbcswebdav/institution/Centrale%20diensten/Infocenter%20Onderwijs/VIJFTIG%20ONDERWIJSTIPS.pdf
https://doi.org/10.18260/p.24895
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.edurev.2015.05.001
https://profielen.hr.nl/2020/lector-digitale-didactiek-fleur-prinsen-over-online-onderwijs-maak-het-actief-persoonlijk-en-luchtig/
https://profielen.hr.nl/2020/lector-digitale-didactiek-fleur-prinsen-over-online-onderwijs-maak-het-actief-persoonlijk-en-luchtig/
https://www.bvdatabank.be/node/206
https://tauu.uu.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/activerende-werkvormen_UMCUtrecht.pdf
https://tauu.uu.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/activerende-werkvormen_UMCUtrecht.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/
https://blackboard.uantwerpen.be/webapps/blackboard/content/listContent.jsp?course_id=_4042_1&content_id=_1308795_1&mode=reset
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14tnAP2qLtEIsE_ywRWFXOZXOyuE3l_hVTOADGrhtzqA/edit#gid=0
https://pintra.uantwerpen.be/webapps/ua-pintrasite-BBLEARN/module/index.jsp?course_id=_176_1&tid=_38438_1&lid=_38665_1|_38699_1&l=nl_PINTRA
https://pintra.uantwerpen.be/webapps/ua-pintrasite-BBLEARN/module/index.jsp?course_id=_176_1&tid=_38438_1&lid=_38665_1|_38699_1&l=nl_PINTRA
https://pintra.uantwerpen.be/webapps/ua-pintrasite-BBLEARN/module/index.jsp?course_id=_176_1&tid=_38438_1&lid=_38665_1|_39428_1&l=nl_PINTRA
https://pintra.uantwerpen.be/webapps/ua-pintrasite-BBLEARN/module/index.jsp?course_id=_176_1&tid=_38438_1&lid=_38665_1|_38700_1&l=nl_PINTRA

